DEVELOPER

Calw District Authority

PROJECT

Road tunnel K 4346 / K 4347, Nagold-Iselshausen

- Elimination of a level crossing by means of an embankment approx. 21 m high
- Construction of a bored tunnel
- Approx. 760 m new road construction
- Tunnel length approx. 70 m
- Clear width approx. 9 m, headroom approx. 4.7 m
- Construction of a new footpath and cycle path underpass through the embankment
- Construction of new cuttings and embankments requiring supporting walls up to approx. 6 m in height
- Construction with ongoing services
- Cut-and-cover method not possible for nature conservation reasons.

OUR SERVICES

- Subsoil investigation
- Subsoil evaluation and foundation works consultancy for tunnel, underpass, track section, supporting walls, cuttings and embankments